COLOUR CODES ON CONSTRUCTION SITES IN VICTORIA

This alert has been developed to ensure that all construction sites are aware of the changes to the colour codes on construction sites from AS/NZS 3012 Electrical Installation - Construction and Demolition sites.

Recommended colours for tags on tested equipment

The ETU supports the recommended colour coding schedule for tags on tested equipment from AS/NZS 3012 Electrical Installation - Construction and Demolition sites. Appendix F.

The tag should indicate by its colour, the period in which the test was performed, in accordance with the following schedule:

A. RED December-February
B. GREEN March-May
C. BLUE June-August
D. YELLOW September-November

NOTE: Some construction sites will not allow the use of equipment on site unless the tag colour clearly indicates the required retest date in accordance with Table 3. The colours indicated above apply to 3 monthly intervals.

In the interest of safety, it is the position of the ETU that these recommendations should be followed.